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Sebastián Calfuqueo Aliste.



Sebas&án Calfuqueo Aliste (San&ago, 1991).
Visual Arts PhD graduate from the University of Chile.

They are part of the feminist Mapuche collec=ve Rangiñtulewfü
and Yene Magazine.
Represented by Patricia Ready Gallery

From Mapuche origin, their work appeals to his cultural
inheritance as a star=ng point in order to propose a cri=cal
reflec=on on the Mapuche subject’s social, cultural and poli=cal
status within the contemporary Chilean society and La=n
America. Their Work includes installa=on, ceramics, performance
and video art with the purpose of exploring the cultural
similari=es and differences as well as the stereotypes produced
from the cross between indigenous and western ways of
thinking, and, also with the purpose of making the problems
feminism and sexual dissidence movements present visible.
Recent exhibi=ons include solo presenta=ons at Galería 80m2
Livia Benavides, Galería D21, Galería Metropolitana, Parque
Cultural de Valparaíso and MAC -Museo
de Arte Contemporáneo– from Universidad de Chile, Quinta
Normal building in San=ago de Chile.
They were awarded with the Municipalidad de San=ago award on
2017 and Premio Fundación FAVA on 2018.

STATEMENT

My ar=s=c prac=ce is characterized by dealing from a cri=cal
perspec=ve with the ideas of race, sex, gender and social class,
among others and revising the poli=cal, social and cultural
implica=ons of these ideas from a decolonial perspec=ve. As of a
biographical explora=on, in which my origin as a Mapuche
subject is fundamental, I have developed a work that ques=ons
the ways in which the subjects are socially defined. Because of
the laaer the Chilean and the La=n-American contexts are the
base upon which this revision is performed to allow me to make
works where the personal is intertwined with the global.
My work is executed by means of installa=on art, ceramic art,
performance and video art, and has the aim of exploring the
cultural similari=es and differences as well as the stereotypes
produced in the cross between indigenous and western ways of
thinking. The mo=va=ons for my work go from the desire of
genera=ng a work that establishes a cri=cal dialogue with the
beholders from the different plas=c possibili=es.



EXHIBITION
Individual Exhibi-ons
(2019) Lo otro está allá, 80m2 Livia Benavides, Lima, Perú.
(2019) Turbar, Galería D21, SanBago de Chile.
Curatorship: Mariaris Flores Leiva.
(2018) Kangechi, Parque Cultural, Valparaíso, Chile.
Curatorship: Mariaris Flores Leiva.
(2017) Estuve tanto Bempo allá, que ahora estoy acá, Galería PANAM,
SanBago de Chile
(2016) Zonas en disputa, MAC Quinta Normal, SanBago de Chile.
Curatorship: Mariairis Flores Leiva.
(2015) Donde no habito, Galería Metropolitana, SanBago de Chile.
Curatorship: Mariairis Flores Leiva.
(2014) Orgullo y prejuicio, MAC Quinta normal, SanBago de Chile.

BIENNIALS
(2020) ArBst in the 12th Mercosur Biennial, Porto Alegre, Brasil.
Femenino(s). Visualidades, acciones y afectos
Curated by: Andrea Giunta.
(2020) ArBst in the 22th Paiz Biennial, Guatemala.
Perdidos. en medio. juntos.
Curated by: Alexia Tala y Gabriel Rodriguez.
(2016) ArBst. in the IX InternaBonal Biennial of Art, SIART-Bolivia 2016.
La Paz, Bolivia.

(2019) Historias Feministas: Artistas después del 2000, MASP, Sao
Paulo, Brasil. Curatorship Isabella Rjeille
(2019) Relatos encarnados, II Posto, Santiago de Chile.Curatorship:
Sophie Halart.
(2019) Where the oceans meet, Museum of Art and Desing (MOAD),
Miami, USA.
Curatorship: Hans Ulrich Obrist, Asad Raza, Gabriela Rangel, and Rina
Carvajal.
(2019) Power in resistance, Sur Gallery, Toronto, Canada.
Curatorship: Tamara Toledo.
(2019)Remembering What Is: Chile’s Recent History in Film and Art,
Lund’s Konsthall, Suecia.Curatorship: Hans Carlsson.
(2018) De aquí a la modernidad, Colección Museo Nacional de Bellas
Artes.Curatorship Gloría Cortés Aliaga.
(2018)Memorias Reb/veladas, Museo de la Memoria y los derechos
humanos, Santiago, Chile.
(2018) Performance art au Chili 1998-2018, Le Lieu, Centre en Art
Actuel, Québec, Cánada. Curatorship: Lynda Avendaño Santana.
(2018) Deep Trash Escoria, Bethnal Green Working Men´s Club,
Londrés, Reino Unido.
(2018) Zomo ñi Trekan, Galería Balmaceda Arte joven, Santiago, Chile.
(2017) Constitución 1989, Galería d21 Kunstraum, Leipzig, Alemania.
Curatorship: Montserrat Rojas Corradi.

AWARDS
(2018) Winner of Premio FAVA, Best artist 2018, Chile.
(2017) Winner of Premio Municipal de Santiago, Performance category,
Chile.
(2016) Winner of Premio Jóvenes Talentos, 2016: Balmaceda/Mustakis.

Collective Exhibitions (LAST EXHIBITIONS)
(2020) Knowledge of Wounds, Performance Space, New York, USA.
Curatorship: S.J Norman y Joseph M. Pierce
(2020) Wansolwara: One Salt Water, UNSW Galleries, Sidney, Australia.
Curatorship: Dr Léuli Eshrāghi
.



Mínimo común denominador (2014/ present)
Lowest common denominator
Objects: 1060º ceramic, various dimensions according to format:
-7x3x3 cm.
-45x30x30 cm
-90x60x60 cm

“Mínimo común denominador” is a work composed of two
enameled ceramic pieces elaborated from references of Playmobile
figures and similar versions of the sort. The pieces represent social
stereotypes and prejudices present within the Chilean and LaBn
American cultures that address class, gender, sex and race issues.
The work is adapted to the context, constantly producing pieces
that respond to contemporary events.









You will never be a weye (2015)
Video performance. 4:46 minutes.

ACCESS LINK: hips://vimeo.com/165583660

The European conquest has denied us a plethora of knowledge about our
own indigenous cultures, a denial that also is extended –by the
patriarchy’s command-- to the control of our own iden>>es and bodies.
Before the arrival of the Spanish to the lands that are now fenced by the
poli>cal borders of the Chilean state, there were Machis Weyes: subjects
that did not adequate to the gender binary structure. The Machis Weyes
were able to transit from what is feminine to what it is masculine, what is
poli>cal (bound to men) and what is spiritual (bound to women).

These prac>ces were registered in the chronic of the Spanish Francisco
Ñúñez de Pineda y Bascuñán, who describes the Machis Weyes in his
1673 book El Cau>verio Feliz: “This one looked like Lucifer in his features,
size and costume. He was not wearing underwear because he was of
those called “hueyes”.
("Weyes"), that is to say, loathsome, and of those considered despicable,
because they adjusted themselves to the purpose of women”
The Weyes were wiped out almost en>rely aZer the arrival of the Spanish
to the lands. Their annihila>on was based, mainly, on the accusa>on of
commi[ng the sin of sodomy, according to the command of the recently
introduced catholic religion. As of the above said I propose a crossing
between this chronic and my own biography that starts with the premise:
“In the Mapuche culture there are no faggots”. This phrase, said by my
paternal grandmother, a pure Mapuche according to herself, was her
reac>on before the presence of a possible encounter with a transves>te
nephew. In this specific way, in the performance “You will never be a
Weye”, what is sought is the reappropria>on of an iden>ty denied –
through silence-- by the history, the religion, and the patriarchy, mocking
the garments that simulate the actual clothes –as a costume- along with a
synthe>c wig.

https://vimeo.com/165583660




Asentamiento (2015)
Se#lement
Video, 1920x1080, FULL HD, 13 minutes.
ACCESS LINK: haps://vimeo.com/335168278

Asentamiento is a piece of video art that shows shots of
people with Mapuche inheritance and their faces. The
subjects come from very different places, such as the inside of
the Mapuche world view, while others come from a distant
posi=on. The work pretends to unveil the different condi=ons
of people with indigenous backgrounds, by stressing their
own reach to the exis=ng prejudices of certain stereotyped
phenotype about the Mapuche people. The work was
exhibited in San=ago, capital of Chile, city that, according to
the last census, is the city with most inhabitants of this ethnic
group in the country.

https://vimeo.com/335168278




Apümngeiñ (2015)
InstallaBon: Resin, black gliier, elasBc and syntheBc hair, 500x40
cenBmeters.

Apümngeiñ is an installaBon that consists of 5 resin black horses
with syntheBc hair standing on the ground forming the phrase
“Apümngeiñ”.

The horse refers to the powerful image the introducBon of this
animal to the conBnent meant to the indigenous people of LaBn
America, and, therefore, to the colony. The black and straight hair
tries to represent the indigenous hair.
This installaBon present black horses stepping on their hair. This
play on words refers to the popular idiom “to step on your own
tail”, which can be translated as “to hurt yourself without noBcing
or to err without noBcing”.

The phrase over the ground is a compound word that comes from
the Mapuzungun: “Apümn”, which is the verb “to annihilate”
translated as “geiñ”, which means “towards ourselves”. The
phrase would correspond to “we were annihilated” or “we were
finished”, being this work, as a whole, a metaphor about the
invasion and the exterminaBon of the indigenous people.





Mürke ko ((Water with toasted wheat flour) (2016)
Installa>on: Resin, synthe>c hair and soil. 5x5 meters.

The work consists in a scale piece of the author made with soil and resin and a set of
synthe>c hair disposed in a circle in the gallery’s floor. “Mürke ko” or “willpüd”, translated
to English, is the mixture between the “mürke” (toasted wheat flour) and “ko” (water).
“Water with flour” is a concept applied in the Mapuche culture to refer to the mixture,
the hybrid or something that lacks racial pureness. This word is also associated to the
“champurriadas” iden>>es (iden>>es of mixed-races) in the Chilean territory, territory
that although having indigenous ancestry, does not recognize those iden>>es as pure or
part of the official Chilean or Mapuche culture. Those iden>>es are outside, in crisis and
inhabi>ng a liminal space.
The shown figure in the work recounts an immobile subject, simula>ng a “contemporary”
mummy built from soil and resin, that upside down grows hair repea>ng and giving shape
in the floor to many versions in Spanish and Mapuzungun of what the word
“champurriado” means. For the Mapuche world view, the hair refers an extension of the
energy and the thoughts. The length and the color relate a cultural iden>ty in which “the
Mapuche must wear their hair long”, according to a prejudice on how must a subject from
this culture be. This seeks to ques>on the existence of an iden>ty that must obey a racial
pureness or define itself under a certain binary parameter: Chilean or Mapuche.
Ques>oning the homogeneity of iden>>es within that context. On the other hand, there is
the tension of the used materials: soil, a living material encapsulated by the resin and the
synthe>c hair, simula>ng a link between that that never rots or stops growing: the human
hair.

Glossary:
-Champurriado: Referencing something racially mixed.
-Diwüllmollfüñngey: Something that has mixed blood.
-Ka mollfüñ: Related to another blood.
-Ka tripache: Coming from another place (alien, foreign)
-Wilpüd or mürke ko: Water with wheat flour
-Paraguay: concept also used for describing somebody of “mixed” character.





Millaray Calfuqueo Aliste: Name for a possible
birth (2017)
InstallaBon: Video performance Video, 1920x1080,
FULL HD, 3 minutes and photography record.
ACCESS LINK: hips://vimeo.com/249340312

The work consists of a performance made
through the display window of the Gabriela
Mistral gallery that, by means of a wall with
op=ons of personality, racial features, clothing
and accessories, ask the viewers to create four
iden==es. Millaray is the name for a possible
birth in case the ar=st would have been a girl,
in a family where only men have been born.

The transla=on of the Mapuche name means
“Golden Flower” in English. The work allows us
to create odd iden==es, dissociated from the
tradi=onal image of the Mapuche subject.

It explores the limits of the indigenous
category within modernity, revealing the way
in which the glance of the other is the one that
designates the fixed territories associated to
Millaray.

https://vimeo.com/249340312






Alka domo (2017)
Video performance, 1920x1080, FULL HD, 17 minutes.
ACCESS LINK: https://vimeo.com/266471234/3ab6f58fff

Alka domo is a performative work that appeals to the feat
made by Caupolicán, Mapuche toki elected by his
community after completing the challenge of holding a
log on his shoulders for two days. Based on this story, and
revising references of Caupolicán’s masculine figure, the
artist holds a hollow trunk made of “coihue”, a type of
ancestral wood from the South of Chile, and seven pairs
of high heels each one with one of the colors from the
LGBT flag. “Hollow” (“Hueco”, in Spanish) is the
derogatory term that Chilean people use to refer to non-
heterosexual people, identities that are problematic to
the patriarchal system. The chosen places for this
performative action represent areas of the official
description of the Mapuche subject in Chile, places where
the complexity of the interaction between what is
Mapuche and what is Chilean is evinced, alongside with
territories associated to the artist’s own biography.

https://vimeo.com/266471234/3ab6f58fff




Welu kumplipe (2018)
Installation: Video performance, 1920x1080, FULL HD, 3 minutes and soil and
resin text. ACCESS LINK: https://vimeo.com/316308404

Welu kumplipe is an installation that feeds off the documentary “Ahora te vamos a llamar
hermano” (“Now we are going to call you brother”) by filmmaker Raúl Ruiz, filmed in 1971,
in the context of the “Unidad Popular” government and the promulgation of the Indigenous
Law that same year. The work’s research consist in the retranslation of texts from the art
theorist Cristián Vargas Paillahueque, dealing particularly with the speech of a young man
about the necessity of territorial autonomy in places that historically belonged to the
Wallmapu. With the above mentioned a similar story is built in the reinterpretation of the
speech and its visual formalities said by the artist in Mapudungun. The speech is supported
by the phrase “Welu kumplipe” made with soil letters and translated to “he ought to fulfill
what has been promised”, in reference to the ancestral claim made to the Chilean president
of that time, Salvador Allende.

https://vimeo.com/316308404






Kangelu (2018)
Installa>on, three 120x90 high-resolu>on photographs each and six
handwrimen texts.

“Kangelu” (translated from the Mapuzungun as: another kind,
another class, from another [one]) is an installa>on made of a series
of three double photographs. Six people were asked to describe
fic>>ous characters making a total of six texts, two per category. The
proposed categories were as follows: “Sushi Faggot” (Name the
ar>st’s classmates used to bully him with during high school),
“Millaray Calfuqueo Aliste” (Name the ar>st would have had in case
of being born a woman) and “Homosexual and Mapuche” (Category
that has been used to describe the ar>st in diverse media). The
contributors made two texts in Spanish, two in foreign languages
(English and Portuguese) and two in Mapuzungun. The texts were
made in three couples confron>ng both proposed descrip>ons by
different individuals which invite the beholders to experience the
possible representa>ons that give shape to the ar>st’s iden>ty
according to the contributors. The uncertain/ambiguous lies in the
construc>on of the physical descrip>on from another person’s
account. The lamer seeks to evince the disagreement between a
figura>ve and an abstract construc>on which the descrip>ve account
from “the other” has. The result of these descrip>ons was
accomplished by means of photographs. Each one of the received
descrip>ons was embodied by the ar>st, resul>ng in different
representa>ons and iden>>es.











Looking for Marcela Calfuqueo (2018)
Video, 1920x1080, FULL HD,  10 minutes.
ACCESS LINK: haps://vimeo.com/286826153/995401fd17

Looking for Marcela Calfuqueo is a video work that registers
the process of searching and possible reencounter with
Marcela Monsalve, a woman to whom Sebas=án Calfuqueo
met coincidentally. Sebas=án and Marcela look undeniably
alike. It could even be said that they are visually iden=cal,
but contrary in their biological sex. Both, surprised by their
physical resemblance, kept a rela=onship for about two
years that ended suddenly given they had lost contact:
Marcela disappeared without a trace. The same way she
came to his life, she lev. For Sebas=án the encounter with
somebody whose appearance was similar to his meant the
discovery of his so-longed femininity without the need of
feminizing his own iden=ty. That is why he established an
unconven=onal strategy in order to find her or maybe to find
himself. Alongside Sergio Palominos, a dowser, they are
going to use the tele-radiesthesia with the purpose of
finding her and, at the same =me, finding Sebas=án’s lost
femininity: Marcela Calfuqueo.

https://vimeo.com/286826153/995401fd17






Tañi laku Pedro Calfuqueo ka kuku Isolina Huechucura.
(2018)
My grandfather Pedro Calfuqueo and my grandmother
Isolina Huechucura.

Installa=on: 2 framed photographs of 90x60 cm and 2
sculptures made in ceramic with pla=num varnish of circa
45 cm.

The history around the Mapuche resistance has been
represented, principally, by great toki and Mapuche
leaders. However, the iden==es of those migra=ng
subjects, product of the forced diaspora to the capital city
of San=ago the Chilean indigenous people performed since
1940, have never been made visible as part of the
Mapuche spectrum and world view. The jobs my
grandparents had to perform, without any choice, because
of their Mapuche ancestry: maid and baker, were
reproduced by these iden==es. In this work, I personify
their iden==es by means of make-up and the
characteriza=on of the memory I have of them. In
objectual maaers, the work is composed by two sculptures
made in ceramic with pla=num varnish, material that tries
to imitate silver, a metal used in the Mapuche
silversmithing.





A imagen y semejanza (2018)
To her image and likeness
Installa=on: Photograph 110x65 cm, 2 photographs 2x4
cm, shelf and magnifier.

This work consists on a reinterpreta=on of the female
body by means of two photographs. The first one being a
Yagán indigenous woman (1882-1883) and the second
one to an ero=c postcard of a white European woman
(circa 1880), both sharing the same pose. These
references show us an idea around the desire and the
representa=on of femininity. The reinterpreta=on is
embodied by the ar=st’s own body, who poses in a
feminine way on a scale and cons=tutes, to her image
and likeness, a third “woman”. The installa=on is
displayed star=ng with the biggest photograph, in which
we see the ar=st, and the two other miniature
photographs, placed in the metallic pliers of a studio
magnifier. These elements seek to reinforce the gaze
upon the bodies, accentua=ng a scien=fic and fe=shis=c
view. The work seeks to relate the construc=on of the
desire for the feminine body with the shyness imposed
over the same body since the colony of the gender.





Costumbres de los Araucanos Gay (2018)
Customs of the Gay Araucanos

InstallaBon: 4 texts intervened with golden pigment,
engraving similar to Claudio Gay’s engraving made in etching
and aquaBnt, black and golden frames.

The work is composed by one engraving, which is an inexact
copy of a lithograph made by Claudio Gay, made using the
etching and aquaBnt techniques, this engraving is placed in
the middle of the work and arBculates the assembly. To the
sides there are reprints of the pages of a book called
“Confesionario por preguntas y pláDcas doctrinales en
castellano y araucano: según el manuscrito inédito del
misionero franciscano Fray Antonio Hernández Calzada
(1843)” reedited in 1907. These pages contain a series of
quesBons, wriien in Spanish and Mapuzungun (same as in
the original book), about the customs and sexual desires,
made and thought for the Mapuche confession. In old
Spanish they are quesBoned on their sexual pracBces, which
include sodomy and zoophilia, for menBoning a few, allowing
us to see the way in which religion sBgmaBzed and
condemned a moral of free sexuality, which they pracBced.







Mirar (2019)
To gaze
Photographic installaBon: 5 photographs of 100x66,7
cm.

This work shows gazes of different idenBBes, physically
similar, however, these do not correspond to the same
being. The gazes of SebasBán Calfuqueo, Marcela
Monsalve and Millaray Calfuqueo are placed within
this photographic installaBon, which aiempts to
quesBon the viewer about who do these fragments
belong to. Next to it, a portrait of Marcela and
SebasBán, which proposes to Bghten the relaBons
between what is feminine and masculine in their
bodies, is displayed.















Kangechi (2019)
Instalation: Epoxy resin, black
glitter and synthetic hair on a wall.
Various dimensions.

A framed face spits hair forming
the phrase “kangechi” which is
translated as “the other”. The
work tries, from the Mapuche
language, to seek ways to name
something that is not socially
allowed.





Bodies in resistance (2020)
Performed at Knowledge of Wounds, Performance Space, New
York, USA.
Curated by S.J Norman and Joseph M. Pierce

The performance “Bodies in resistance/Iñche ta kangechi” (I am
the otherness) collects, from colonial accounts, diverse ways to
name “sodomy” in Mapudungun, the Mapuche language. In
the actual staging of the performance, the artist deals with the
relationship of the colonization and evangelization as the
means utilized by the Spanish to normalize and wipe out the
non-heterosexual identities that existed before the European
colonial process.
The work utilizes the body, the resistance, the color blue, the
sound and the relationship of the hair and the Mapuche world
view, straining colonial imaginaries of the gender built by the
Western world. The hood utilized in the action has a guñelve
(star that represents the Morning Star or Venus), symbol of the
Mapuche resistance.





Ko ta mapungey ka (Water is also territory, 2020)
Installa>on: 20 blue enameled ceramic pieces (3 carved and intervened
with text), 5 canvases with drawings and wri>ng in cobalt-blue
ointment, herb incense (eucalyptus and pine) and video performance,
1920x1080, FULL HD, 15 minutes.
ACCESS LINK: hmps://vimeo.com/390488501/7208a4fdb5

The work establishes a poe>c and poli>cal rela>onship between the
water, the body, the Mapuche language and the territory. In a
combina>on of techniques, the installa>on proposes a path that goes
through the water toponymies in Mapudungun (Foyeko, Kallfüko,
Kürruko, Renayko, among others), the insistent message “Mapu kishu
angkükelay, kakelu angkümmapukey” (The soil does not dry by itself,
others dry it), the map of the territory that today corresponds to Chile
and extracts of the ar>cles 5 and 9 of the Chilean Water Code published
in 1981, in the middle of the dictatorship, which established the water
in Chile as a marketable good.

Other pieces of the work are ceramic moldings shaped as water
containers of different capaci>es and sizes in shades of blue, intervened
with the concepts: “SEQUÍA”, “SAQUEO” Y “PETORCA LEWFÜ”
[DROUGHT, LOOTING, PETORCA RIVER].

The last part of the work is a performance recording showing the ar>st’s
face with a Guñelve (Morning Star), symbol of the Mapuche resistance,
painted on their face.

The work seeks to ques>on the historical bonds between the water and
the Mapuche people in rela>on with the neoliberal extrac>vism present
in Chile and its water-priva>zing model.

https://vimeo.com/390488501/7208a4fdb5










Kowkülen
(Liquid Being , 2020)
Video, 1920x1080, FULL HD, 3 minutes.
ACCESS LINK:
hmps://vimeo.com/425710389
Video composed by an audiovisual recording 
and the author’s wri>ng.

The work goes through a bodily, personal and
poe>c journey regarding the water, wetlands,
lakes, oceans, rivers and springs. The work
addresses the concepts of body, binarism,
gender, sexuality, the historical rela>onship
between water and life, as well as their
poten>al as a living space, necessary to the
rela>onship of all territories.

https://vimeo.com/425710389





